
SCOPE TECHNICAL WRITING AND LITERARY WRITING PROMPTS

Freeâ€“writing: write for 10 minutes straight without stopping or self-editing; Mind- mapping or Concept-mapping: create
a graphic organizer listing ideas and.

They write memos, instructions, procedures, lab reports, formal reports, manuals, articles for publication, and
grant proposals. Editing Once the Proofreading is complete, the next stage is editing the document. Manuscript
to be submitted for printing should never be fastened permanently. The purpose of this type of writing is to
explain a variety of topics to other people. Technical writers write 8 in. The British government put Rushdie
under police protection. What are the readers' positions relative to the writer? This type of writing is somewhat
difficult for some people as it requires that you are able to translate information that is sometimes hard to
comprehend into terms that anyone will be able to read and follow along with, without an issue. The main
purpose of technical writing is to provide sometimes complex information. Technical Style 3. The advent of
hypertext has changed the way documents are read, organized, and accessed. Emails , letters , and memoranda
are some of the most frequently written documents in a business. In a decimal fraction with a value less than
one, a zero is placed before the decimal point 0. Write Like the Prewriting stage, there is no magic and waiting
for inspiration is a hopeless waste of time. Double spacing is usually preferable between two lines. It is very
detailed and informative. Technical writers now must be able to produce written documents, videotapes, slide
shows, and a bevy of electronic messages [5]. Since usage is not consistent, no exhaustive list can be given.
Purpose of Technical Writing Every type of writing has a goal. Editing means adding words, sentences,
paragraphs, and ideas; deleting unnecessary material; and moving material to a more appropriate location in
the document. Tools[ edit ] The following tools are used by technical writers to author and present documents:
Desktop publishing tools or word processors. For historical treatment of various literatures within
geographical regions, see such articles as African literature ; African theatre ; Oceanic literature ; Western
literature ; Central Asian arts ; South Asian arts ; and Southeast Asian arts. Some literatures are treated
separately by language, by nation, or by special subject e. Today technical writing is not limited to writing on
a printed page. The written content of most textbooks is geared to providing information by describing the
subject matter as fully as possible. She attracted attention in , when she criticised Shekhar Kapur's film, Bandit
Queen, which was based on the life of Phoolan Devi. In such cases the following general instructions should
prove sufficient [6].


